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ANTIQUING 

Purpose is to interest youth and adults in designing and remodeling fur-
nishings to make their surroundings more satisfying. 

You can make an old piece of furniture look like new--or give a new piece 
the charming appearance of age. Antiquing is the key word. 

Here are a few suggestions to insure professional-looking results. In 
preparation for the make-over, remove all hardware possible. Old finishes, 
varnish, enamel and the like, need not be removed. However, a paint and var-
nish remover will do the job if you want to reduce the surface to the bare 
wood. 

Cleaning 

The next step is cleaning. Scrub all surfaces with tri-sodium phosphate, 
ammonia and water, or an abrasive household detergent, using a small brush 
(such as a toothbrush) in hard-to-reach areas. Then wash off all traces of 
the cleaning agent with clear water and allow surface to dry. 

Sanding 

The ultimate result of your antiquing job may depend on whether or not the 
piece of furniture is sanded properly. For best results, use three varying 
grades of sandpaper, starting with the coarsest of the three, and putting fin-
ishing touches on with the finest one. 

Sanding, which insures adhesion of the paint, is made 
wooden block covered with the sandpaper--coarse side out. 
areas need not be sanded smooth. They will absorb more of 
a "distressed" effect. 
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If you wish to fill scratches and mars, however, a plastic wood filler will 
do the job, and can be sanded smooth after thoroughly dried. These fillers can 
be colored to match the natural wood tones of the furniture, if you wish. Chalk-
like color mixtures can be purchased with the filler at most hardware stores. 

After sanding is completed, dampen a cloth with mineral spirits, and clear 
all surfaces of dust. 

Undercoating (Use dull flat paint or use paint for antiquing) 

Once the piece is dry and clear of dust, you may apply the undercoating. 
Read label instructions carefully and be sure that the coating is stirred thor-
oughly so that no pigment is collected at the bottom of the can. 
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If you are using a spray-gun to apply the paint, add two tablespoons of 
mineral spirits to thin the mixture enough to insure an even flow of paint. 
After you have removed all drawers and doors, and placed them on a flat hori-
zontal surface (to avoid streaking), you are ready to begin. 

Use a flat, wide brush for the larger surfaces, painting one side of the 
piece of furniture at a time. Long, even strokes, with the grain of the wood 
will produce the best results. If the piece has prominent legs, turn it up-
side down and paint the legs first, then the top, working downward. 

Apply only enough undercoating to cover the surface well, and let dry for 
about 12 hours, preferably 24. Sand lightly, clean the surface with cloth, 
and then you are ready to apply the toner. 

Applying the Toner - NOTE: The Color Toner comes in kits; it can be a coat 
of glazing liquid with oils added (artist colors). 
Test for desired color 

After stirring the toner thoroughly with a wooden paddle, read !able in-
structions carefully, and apply a thin coat of the toner in the manner suggest-
ed for the undercoating. Pay special attention to carved trim and crevices, 
painting them first to allow more absorption of the toner. 

Let the color toner set for 10 to 30 minutes before beginning to rub. 

Rubbing is an Art 

Use cheese cloth, a dry brush or steel wool. Rub large, flat areas in 
long, even strokes, beginning with a light touch, and applying more pressure 
as you go along. If you find that you have allowed the toner to set too long, 
simply dampen your rub cloth with mineral spirits. If rubbing shows that you 
haven't allowed the toner to set long enough, simply apply another coat and 
wait awhile longer. 

Difficulty in rubbing intricate carved trim can be overcome by using a 
cotton tip in those hard-to-reach areas. When you've finished rubbing, allow 
enough time for the paint to dry thoroughly, usually 24 hours. 

If you want to add a protective coat of clear varnish or the like, it can 
be applied as soon as the toner has dried. However, if you wish to wax the 
surface, allow the paint to dry for at least a week before applying. 

Special Effects 

After applying the coat of toner, there are a few tricks which can be used 
to achieve some special effects. 
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- Grain: If you wish to simulate a wood grain, use a dry brush for your 
rubbing. Put a small amount of the toner on a piece of tin foil or 
glass, and touch the tip of the brush lightly in the color. Apply in 
long, even strokes, with the grain, but in irregular lines. 

- Splattern: Use a stiff bristle brush for this artistic touch, such as 
an old toothbrush.. Dip the ends of the brush into the paint, and 
"spring" the bristles with your finger to throw a fine spray of toner 
over the undercoated surface. Practice on a piece of paper first to 
check the desired effect, and remember that too much toner on the brush 
can mean splotches. 

- Marble: After applying a relatively heavy coat of toner to your surface, 
lay a large piece of wrinkled, clear plastic lightly on top of the area. 
Pat the plastic lightly with a cloth to make sure wrinkles and air bub-
bles are in evidence. Pick up the plastic quickly and carefully, making 
sure not to drag it. A similar effect could be reached by using a sponge, 
burlap, a feather, or a combination of these. 

- Water Stained Wood: This traditional and interesting look can be achieved 
by first rubbing the toned surface, and then splattering it with mineral 
spirits. The toner will spread out in the spots where the liquid has 
fallen and this will create an authentic water stained look. 

- Tortoise Shell: This effect is best created by working on one small area 
at a time. Apply a heavier than usual amount of toner glaze, and then 
tap the surface lightly with your fingertips, changing the angle of your 
hand each time. A similar appearance is achieved by tapping the surface 
with a short bristle brush, beginning in the center of the area and then 
working toward the edges. 

Distressed: Distressed wood is one of the most popular antiquing effects, 
and if your piece of furniture isn't naturally worn, the effect can be 
simulated. Make your own scratches and mars by beating the surface with 
a heavy tool, or a burlap bag filled with chains. Sand the scratches and 
apply artist's oil paint "raw umber" straight from the tube. Rub off 
excess paint. 

- Distressed Paint: This effect is achieved by applying two layers of con-
trasting colors to your furniture, allowing each to dry thoroughly. Then 
take a coarse sandpaper and lightly sand the surface, until the initial 
color is in evidence. Do this only in the spots where normal wear would 
occur. 

This outline can be used for Demonstration use for adults and 4-H Home Improve-
ment members. 

Excellent for 4-H Contest and for demonstrations in Shopping Centers. 

References: Pub. 291 - Finishing Wood Furniture 
Pub. 94 - Restoring Accessories 
MK-326 - Finishing and Refinishing Picture Frames 
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